NRHA Coloring and Activity Book
Freestyle reining
Circling
A reining competitor.
Focused on the pattern.
World Equestrian Games™

Reining is the only western discipline recognized by the FEI.
Help “Slider” get to the arena.

Key to puzzle provided on last page.
Freestyle reining trick-riding routine.
The rollback
Good job.
The sliding stop—reining's signature maneuver.
A decorated stall front at the NRHA Futurity.
NRHA Futurity Champions

Key to puzzle provided on last page.

BOOMERNIC
CUSTOM CROME
GUNNATRASHYA
POCO ROCHIE BO
RR STAR

SMART SPOOK
SOPHIE OAK
SPIRIT OF FIVE
TOPSAIL CODY
WHIZARD JAC

Key to puzzle provided on last page.
The NRHA Markel Insurance Futurity horse sales are considered the premier reining horse sales in the industry.
NAME THE
PARTS OF A SADDLE

Stirrup
Fentler
Hobble Strap
Concho
Latigo Carrier
Seat
Rigging Ring
Horn
Pommel
Cantle
Skirt
Latigo

Key to puzzle provided on last page.
NRHA Futurity’s opening ceremonies
Help “Slider” reach the NRHA Lawson trophy.

Key to puzzle provided on last page.
A horse and rider take a break to watch a little television.
West Coast Whiz
A need for speed
No, it’s not an escaped convict. It’s another freestyle competitor performing without a bridle.
Making the dirt fly.
"Whoa!"
A youth reiner
BOOTS PROTECT A HORSE’S LEGS.
Grabbing the judge's attention.
PUZEL KEYS

NAME THE
PARTS OF A SADDLE

latigo
stirrup
hobble strap
fender
skirt
concho
cantle
seat
rigging ring
latigo carrier
horn
pommel
fender
hobble strap
stirrup

NRHA Futurity Champions
A. General

To rein a horse is not only to guide him, but also to control his every movement. The best reining horse should be willingly guided or controlled with little or no apparent resistance and dictated to completely.

Jim Willoughby,
NRHA Hall of Fame Inductee

For more information on the sport of reining or the National Reining Horse Association visit nrha.com or contact the NRHA office at (405) 946-7400.
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